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Please clarify what is meant by “extending the housing area of CH2”? 
 
We live just above this site, up towards the top of Tower Hill in Grealy Barn, 
Chudleigh and have NEVER been consulted, leafleted or informed in any way about 
this proposal (CH2). We have also just learnt that the access road(s) to CH2 is going 
to cut a scythe across the fields directly in front of us. 
 
As we had to sink our conservatory down three feet (most inconveniently) in 2002 to 
avoid the sight of it from New Exeter Street (a barmy, costly (to us) and stupid 
Planning decision), it is a bit rich that now you plan to allow the wrecking of the 
beautiful fields up from Kate Brook towards the top of Tower Hill, just so somebody 
can make a quick buck. 
 
Please explain yourselves; we pay our rates and taxes to ensure that our 
countryside is preserved not destroyed in this cavalier, inconsistent and quixotic 
fashion. 
 
 
For the avoidance of doubt and in tandem with my previous email comments above, 
I strongly object to the amendment to the original proposal (objected to also) of 
building yet more (150) houses in this particular area of Chudleigh by Mr Geoff 
Slater, as he has provided no legitimate reason for extending the land permitted to 
build upon and/or to use in connection with the CH2 proposal. Moreover, we have 
information that the access road appears to be planned to run OUTSIDE even the 
extended area, across the field that commences at the bend in the road just below 
us. That, and indeed any other access road to CH2 in this particular set of fields, 
would carve a road right through the only bit of countryside left in this part of 
Chudleigh that has not been soiled by development; it would mar the view and the 
hedgerows and scenery and the peace and quiet, whilst also disturbing the bats in 
their flight -path that includes them flying up those very fields and circling around our 
house and garden. Our property is in direct line of the bats’ flight-path and we see 
them regularly at night approaching from the very area proposed by CH2. The 
people who thought up this scheme are monsters to even consider this project. 
 
To agree to this scheme in the first place is wrong and outside the reasonable needs 
of housing for Chudleigh, which is super-saturated with new housing already - it has 
a failing infra-structure (just see how many derelict shops litter the High Street which 
have failed in the last few years, in particular the local newsagents that closed last 
year) - a school that cannot cope with the ever-increasing infant population inevitably 
brought about by such development and an actual flood plain that has appeared 
from nowhere in the last 10 years - the gardens of Millstream Meadow are regularly 
flooded in winter now, as is Kate Brook, as well as regular road closures (another 
one just a few days ago) to allow the Clifford Estate Company to remove its fallen 
trees from the road, fallen because of land erosion from too much new construction 
in the town over the years…..and we could all foresee this years ago when selling 
out to Cavanna homes et al…but did you listen? No, you did not…..again.  



 
Then, to amend this scheme so as to include another 5.5 hectares just adds insult to 
injury and that is an understatement. 
 
In the face of TBC’s historical and, to be frank, obsessive reaction in 2002 to our tiny 
conservatory tucked away at the top of the hill, this whole project flies in the face of 
the Council’s OWN policy on keeping the land to the north east of the centre of 
Chudleigh, up the hill from Kate Brook free of ANY, and I mean ANY, development.  
 
We were informed by the 2002 Planning Officer dealing with our application for the 
conservatory that the view over from New Exeter Street towards Tower Hill must 
never be obscured and so we had to drop the building by 3 feet or so, making it very 
difficult for us to go up and down the stairs that were not in our original plans; but we 
obeyed and complied as we are decent citizens. And what are we now confronted 
with? A blatant volte face by a Council that seems unable to make up its mind and 
which is driven by the commercial giants in this town who seem to call the tune the 
whole time. And we, the ordinary hardworking people of Chudleigh, are thoroughly 
fed up with it. 
 
As it stands now, this looks like being just the thin end of the wedge, wherein in 
future years and decades, you will allow gradual encroachment of development in 
this ONE piece of land left in this town that has not been exhaustively developed by 
Planners and landowners alike.  
 
You are killing this town with massive over-development and it has already lost its 
charm and ambience. To wreck the only decent pretty piece of land left is nothing 
short of sacrilegious. 
 
Yours, 
Karen Dawson (Mrs) 
 


